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Body of man
found behind
apartments
BY FAYE WELLS

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The body of a man with severe
injuries to the face and head was
found early Monday in back of an
apartment complex that houses
both families and SJSU students,
according to the San Jose Police
Department.
A tenant in the Susan Apartments
at 442 S. Fifth St. called around 7:30
a.m. to report a man lying in the
parking area, bleeding, according to
Lt. Mike Miceli, commander of
department.
homicide
SJPD’s
"When the paramedics got there it
was apparent he was dead. He bled a
lot:’ Miceli said.
The severity of facial injuries
prevented immediate identification. But police identified the victim by Monday afternoon
through his fingerprints, according to the police. As of press time,
authorities would not release the
victim’s name because his family
had yet to be notified.
From 7:30 a.m. until 12:40
p.m., Sgt. Gil Vizzusi and Officer
Zenaido Avila, investigators for
the homicide division, inter-

viewed residents of the apartment
complex. Most of the residents are
Vietnamese, Miceli said, and kept
his translators busy during the
morning.
At 12:40 p.m., the coroner’s
office removed the body. An
autopsy will be performed today.
Monday evening, police continued interviewing apartment
dwellers who were not available
during the morning. As of press
time, no suspects had been
named.
Miceli estimated the time of
the murder between I a.m. and
7:30 a.m., a narrow time frame,
he said. Police expect the coroner’s report to reveal the cause of
death and the weapon used.
At the crime scene, investigators noticed a hole in the victim’s
head that Miceli said could have
been caused by a variety of
instruments.
"It’s definitely not suicide,"
Miceli said. "We’re sure it’s a murder. When the injuries are so traumatic to the face, it’s likely to be
murder. He can’t do that by falling
down:’

Spartan Daily Stet Writer

A day before Naomi Clark
died, she went kayaking with her
husband Burnie.
"In the last four years of her life
she traveled, she wrote, she loved
to go out when it was 40 degrees
and talk to the loons, and she
loved to kayak:’ said Burnie Clark
at a memorial poetry reading to
celebrate the life and poetry of
Clark, who died May 18 in Seattle,
Wash. The reading was given Sunday at the San lose Museum of Art
by some of her dosest friends.
After receiving her bachelor’s
and master’s degrees from SJSU
and her doctorate in literature
from the University of California
at Santa Cruz, Clark taught creative writing and poetry at a SJSU
from 1973 to 1986.
In 1963 she was the first creative writing student of English
professor Nils Peterson. He
described her as a "terrific poet

’Prelude to a Kiss’ showing
in the University Theatre,
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Chad Kaminski, left, a psychology major, and Dave Karigaca, an industrial design major, decided to have an impromptu jam session of jug -band music in front of the Student Union. They were soon told to move because there were classes in session.

Friends of SJSU poet gather at reading
BY JON SOLOMON

TUESDAY

who took her talent seriously!’
Clark’s friend Mary Lou Taylor.
Clark would eventually become "She accomplished what she set
what Peterson termed "the ser- out to do, and she did it with
vant of poetry:’
integrity:’
"She did her best to make poetSJSU Professor John Galm, a
ry at home here he said.
former head of the SJSU English
In 1976, she was instrumental department, pointed out the flowin establishing the San Jose Poetry ers in front of the podium and
Center, now the San Jose Center said that ever since the San Jose
for Poetry and Literature. As exec- Poetry Festival began, Clark
utive director for five years, she always insisted on not having a
helped bring well-known poets bare stage.
and authors to San Jose in the
"She would drag plants in from
early ’80s.
her home he said. "There was
"She brought the literary scene always something green on the
to San Jose said MaryLou stage. It was just indicative of her
Naomi Clark 1932-1992
Lewandowski, associate dean of attention to detail:’
graduate studies at SJSU.
Her attention to detail is also
Nettye Goddard, an SJSU Eng- evident in her precise, well-crafted wrote.
lish professor, felt the center poems.
"Four years ago, two weeks
should be called the Naomi Clark
"She was an absolute first-rate after I almost died of internal
San Jose Poetry Center because of poet:’ Peterson said.
hemorrhaging, my doctor sent me
Clark’s work and dedication.
In the afterword to her last home
later, he told me he had
"She was tireless;’ Lewandows- book of poems, "The Single Eye thought 1 would die more happily
ki said, "a wonderful, exciting published in the Quarterly Review (in the garden)," Clark wrote in
person to be with:’
of Literature shortly after her
"She was a serious worker:’ said death, Clark expressed why she See POET REMEMBERED, Page 3

Anonymous note
curies a threat
to slash car tires
BY MATT SMITH
rlt,r

University police removed several signs that were posted in the
10th Street garage on Wednesday.
The signs warned students with
car alarms that their tires may be
slashed if the frequent alarm activation continues.
The signs were placed in the
elevators and in the stairwells of
the 10th Street garage Wednesday
evening.
The signs warned that residents of the 10th Street neighborhood are "fed up" with having
their sleep and lives disturbed by
car alarms, and that those who

use the garage could use alternate
protection devices for their cars.
University Police Department
Chief Ric Abeyta said some of the
signs were removed Wednesday
night, and the rest of them were
removed Thursday morning.
Police officers were told to be
on the lookout for people posting
signs.
The UPD issues warnings and
citations to those who have
alarms that go off several times a
day, and if an alarm sounds for
more than 45 minutes, they will
tow the vehicle, Chief Abeyta
See ALARMED. Page 3

SJSU students, faculty voice opinions on first presidential debate;
most views skeptical as people feel candidates avoided real issues

Muddy creation

BY AMOS FABIAN
’,porton Daily stall Wilier

KARE N C HANNER

SPARTAN DAILY

Mary Law, left, an instructor in Art 146, an introductory ceramics course, helps Jennifer
Schweitzer, a sophomore In liberal studies, with a project for her class.

The presidential debate on
Sunday made history. It was the
first televised debate between
three candidates competing for
the highest office in the land.
This is what some members of
the SJSU community had to say
about President George Bush,
Democratic candidate Bill Clinton
and Independent candidate Ross
Perot:
"Clinton proved himself as a very
good speaker. Perot didn’t better his
stance in my eyes as a quitter. Bush
is plain evil."
Mei-Lwun Yee, junior, business
"Bush’s answers made no logical
sense; he avoided all questions.
Clinton answered briefly and in
depth a good candidate. Perot
answered well but couldn’t decide
who to attack Clinton and Perot
were aiming at Bush, but Clinton
seemed more serious about it."
- - Jenina Gibson, freshman,
music and African history
"Most debates typically confirm
people’s beliefs and do not change

from one candidate to another. As
far as I can tell, this one was no
exception."
Roy Young, political science
professor
"Perot offered, as usual, plans
without solutions. Clinton won the
debate. Bush was unrealistic when
he felt the world is OK."
Collette Powers, junior, history
"Clinton was aware of the camera
and the’ theatrical aspects of the
debate. Bush looked vague and
avoided the camera. I was
impressed with Perot, but he didn’t
know where the camera was half of
the time. I had a feeling Clinton
had a series of mini-speeches prepared, and he diverted the questions to get to them sort of theatrical."
Eric Larsen, senior, English
"Perot won’t be able to accomplish
what he thinks he can. He added
character and spice to the debate,
but, other than the gas tax, offered
no specifics."
Alice
Standish, sophomore,
liberal studies

"The debate revealed again that
none’ of the three offered an alternative solution for our youth and
working people. It showed that all
the candidates offer more war,
racism and economic crisis."
Andrew Hunt, 16th Congressional District nominee for the
Socialist Workers Party
"I lost my faith in Clinton. Only
Perot came across honestly. Bush te
not even a possibility for me."
Max Leroux, senior, industrial
design
"Rush is trying to cover up his mistakes by slandering Clinton; that
what he is standing on. Perot had
some good answers, but I’m skeptical
because of his withdrawal. Clinton
sounds like a good candidate but he
needs to address more issues."
Mike Wilson, freshman, general studies
"Not enough time allowed for
detailed answers. All answered the
questions the way the American
public wanted them to."
Paula Reynolds, junior, political science
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Students need to make the
most of their time in college
SJSU has more to offer than
classes; students should take
advantage ofsocial activities
time for San Jose State
It’s
students to take advantage of
the many activities available
on this campus. SJSU is known
as a commuter school, but the
students should not just make this
campus a mere stop and go of their
daily grind.
College should be a memorable
experience for everyone. The clubs,
Greek life and other organizations at
SJSU are designed for the students
and should be explored. It’s a great
way to meet new people and make
new friends.
During Homecoming Week, Spartan Stadium held less than half its
capacity during the football game.
With a campus of 30,000 students,
why weren’t there more fans out

there? Students should take pride in
their school and spend time being
involved with their campus. Of
course, classes, work and family are a
priority for most of us, but if students
come across any spare time in their
schedules, it may prove beneficial to
join or support a campus organization.
The Student Activities Office has
any information a student may need
about a campus club or organization.
When walking around the campus,
students can’t help but notice the
signs and fliers posted to inform them
of upcoming events.
SJSU students should make college
life a fun time while they still have the
chance.
Take advantage of the fun and
experience waiting for you as a student. Meet new people and learn new
things as a member of an organization. SJSU is a school to be proud of
and has plenty to offer its students.

World Cup Soccer in U.S.
greatest sport to ever be
The
invented is soccer and it’s
coming here in 1994. It’s a
big honor to host such a
prestigious event which is more
popular than the World Series, the
NBA finals, the Final Four and even
the Super Bowl. What is shocking is
that fans here are going to be the last
ones to obtain tickets.
Since the national team did fairly
well in the 1990 World Cup in Italy,
and was successful winning the Gold
Cup in Los Angeles last year. Soccer
fans are now lining up, seeking ticket
I have grown up with soccer. I
information for the games.
played it in high school where I was
I lowever, soccer fans, obtaining both a goal keeper and defensive playtickets for the World Cup may take er. But it is one a hell of a sport to play
longer than you think. As reported in and watch. There is nothing better
the Los Angeles Times in August, than watching the World Cup. On two
tickets will first be available to the occasions it was very exciting.
players, coaches, sponsors of the
The cream of every nation will be
World Cup and so forth. Then the here for the big game. Only 24 teams
tickets will then be sold outside the qualify and it just doesn’t include any
United States. Finally, tickets will be Mickey Mouse team. The last World
sold in the United States.
Cup in which the United States qualiWhich comes to my next point fied was 50 years ago. So it’s been a
which is why are they doing that to long time since we had a decent team.
the fans who truly love the sport? But I think we could have a chance in
Why did sponsors decided to do that 1994.
It will be a shame if fans can’t go to
and not have the tickets for fans in the
United States first? I know soccer is the games because of them being sold
not as popular as many other sports out. Even before the tickets get here to
in the United States. However, soccer be sold. ESPN and ABC plan to show
is getting there now as people begin to all the games without commercials.
understand what that sport is.
That’s a good choice if you can’t get
What is also shocking is that many tickets. The choice is ours. We can
people don’t know this is happening watch it on television and miss out on
and therefore don’t bother to do any- all the excitement in going to a game,
thing about. They will send for infor- or get tickets to see the game in permation about the World Cup in the son and get in on all of the excitehope of landing a pair of seats, but ment. It is fantastic.
Victor a. Markovich, Jr. is a Daily staff
they will get lousy seats at very high
writer.
price for tickets.

Victor A. Markovich, Jr

Writer’s Forum
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Candidates should be picked by laughs not looks
fter Sunday’s
presidential debate,
I’ve decided how I’m
voting by the
laugh meter.
That’s about the only clear
distinction between the three
candidates as far as a strict
analysis of the debate goes,
since everybody performed
pretty much as expected.
Bush was his petty little
self with his attacks on Clinton’s patriotism (but not really
his patriotism, just that it’s
"wrong"
to
demonstrate
against your country, but of
course not his patriotism. Bush
is no Joe McCarthy).
And, big surprise, Bush was
boring.
Clinton was poised and
knowledgeble except on a few
topics like his "two deficits"
concept, America’s role in
Bosnian relief and military
presence in Europe. You know,
little things.
And, big surprise, he was
boring.
And then there was the
winner of thc comedy competition, Mr. Sunday Night, Ross
Perot.
No matter what your political bent, you gotta admit it
the guy is "major" funny. He’s
"all ears:’ I love it.
Look out Billy Crystal and
lerry Seinfeld Perot’s not
boring.

That should have been his
answer to the "What sets you
apart"? opening question for
Perot "I’m sent here by the
people, and hell, I’m a laugh a
minute."
And he’s not even trying.
With straight face and
folksy frankness, he talks of
lobbyists and political action
committees who "won’t be
running up and down the halls
of the capitol in alligator shoes
any more; they’ll all be over in
the Smithsonian:’
Talking about the high incidence of drug dealers in America he said, "We have guys who
can’t work third shift in a Dairy
Queen driving BMWs’
Wish I’d thought of that.
Sure, sheer comic relief isn’t
going to cut it in the Oval
Office. If it were, Quayle would
have been there terms ago.
But Perot’s got more than
that. He proved Sunday night
that he can compete with the
"professional" politicians on
their playground, appearing
more confident and more polished than either of the other
two who’ve been dong this all
their lives.
It’s amazing that Perot was
even up there. It says a lot that
an Independent could put such
fear in the major candidates’
hearts that they’d agree to
appear in a national debate
with him.

All I can hope and pray for
is that Perot doesn’t serve to get
Bush re-elected accidentally. As
has been said multiple times by
both Clinton and Perot, Bush
has had his chance. How is
Bush going to take the problems of the country seriously
and act on them if he says
"things aren’t as bad as they
seem? Dad gum it, we’re the
United States of America, the
envy of the world:’
???
Sorry, Mr. President, but I
think it’s the other way around.
Things are worse than they
seem. Look at the L.A.
riots.They’re an example of a
lot of frustration festering
under a seemingly stable surface. If it doesn’t look so bad to
you, it’s ’cause you’re not really
trying to see. It’s like searching
for Cassiopia with out -of-focus
opera glasses.
Look at the Anita Hill thing.
Another point scored for Perot
in my book since he was the
only one to mention my nearnamesake at all and pan the
Senate Judiciary Committee
for its appalling behavior. I’ve
been called Anita so many
times this last year I feel I’ve
shared her identity somewhat.
and I appreciated his standing
up for us. Bush doesn’t have a
clue.
Probably one of the most
useful appraisals of the candi-

Angela Hill

World On My
Shoulder Pads
date was from one of the commentators on Channel 9 after
the debate . "Perot doesn’t look
or sound as presidential as
Bush and Clinton de
What was that? He’s Perot.
We all know he looks like one
of Santa’s elves and sounds like
Pa Kettle. He’s not gonna grow
five feet and have his ears
pinned back. Charles Keating
might have the "look:’ but it’s
from behind bars now. Lotta
good that does.
Appearances are something
we need to get past, so we can
get back to real issues like
which presidential candidate
should guest host for Jay Leno.

I is a Daily staff columnist. Her columns appear every
Tuesday.

Angela

Letters to the editors
Alternative lifestyles
do not need approval
I recently read Brooke Shelby Biggs’ column called
"Stereotypes Exist in Bigoted
Minds"(Spartan Daily, Oct. 7).
Then I read the response by Ed
Owens (Spartan Daily, Oct. 8).
Both articles left me feeling
angry and sad at the rampant
bigotry, but Mr. Owens’ article
affected me the most.
I would never deny anyone
the right to display his or her
ignorance and bigotry, but I
was exceedingly saddened to
see that a junior in political
science at this university has
learned so little in his educational years. As an educator I
feel an obligation to impart
some basic knowledge to Mr.
Owens who is so determined
to be uninformed about the
gay, lesbian and bisexual communities.
First, I re-read Brooke’s article, specifically looking for
some reference to what Brooke
does in her bedroom. As I suspected, there was none. Mr.
Owens, I must point out to you

that homosexuality, like heterosexuality, is a lifestyle that
simply denotes with whom
one falls in love.
It is absurd to think that
when we in the gay, lesbian or
bisexuality community talk
about ourselves, we are talking
about sex. Brooke did not once
tell you what she does in her
bedroom. Did your accusation
come from simple curiosity,
and are you angry because she
didn’t tell you?
Mr. Owens, I am a life-long
lesbian. I don’t care whether
you like my lifestyle or not, but
I do care that you would deny
me and my brothers and sisters equal opportunity in this
society. Your opinion on
whether or not homosexuality
is genetic or a choice is immaterial to me. We don’t need
your approval, nor do we seek
It.
But I believe strongly that
all children should learn that
they can have two mommies,
two daddies, one mom, one
dad, or any other combination
of parenting as long as they are
loved and respected. Some of
those children will be that one

in 10 who loves a same-sex
partner, and they will need all
the support they can get to
have self- worth in a society
that still has so many smallminded and bigoted people in
it.
Finally, you do well to align
yourself with Pat Buchanan.
He brought shame and disgrace to this country as you
bring shame and disgrace to
your education.
I know and have deep
respect for many straight,
intelligent, white males who
truly understand the pain of
discrimination and exclusion,
who know that we must constantly work to make this a
land of equal opportunity for
all people, regardless of their
group identity. You have
enough time left here to
become one of those intelligent, white, straight males. Do
you have the courage?

Wimpy SIvartsan
Counselor/Professor
counseling Services & Sociology

Preferences unthreatening
I’m confused by the violent
attacks that seem to follow
every mention of the word
"homosexual." Brooke Shelby
Biggs deserves to be commended for her continuing
effort to enlighten people on
the blatant discrimination that
characterizes our society.
Homosexuality most certainly
doesn’t threaten me or my life.
In fact, the only people who
seem to be threatened by it are
the ones who act like latent
homosexuals terrified to be
found out.
As for Mr. Ed Owens and
others like him, how can
someone go all the way
through a college education
without opening his mind in
the least? And Ed, I noticed
you’re a political science major.
I hope for the sake of America
that you aren’t planning to run
for office somewhere, some
day.
.10mill/or Evans
Sophmore, Chem:cal Engineering
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

Today
AIESEC: General meeting, 5:306:30 p.m., BC 208, call 363-9843.
AMNESTY
INTERNATIONAL:
Meeting, 6:30 p.m., SU Montalvo
Room, call 924-7934.
BAPTIST
MINSTUDENT
ISTRIES: Lifestyle meeting, noon -1
p.m., SU Pacheco Room, call 7230500.
BASE: General body meeting, 6
p.m , Engineering 358, call 2927874.
BAY AREA SAS USERS GROUP:
Group meeting, 1-4 p.m., Engineering auditorium, call 924-2334.
AND
CAREER
PLANNING
PLACEMENT: Interview Preparation I, 12:30 p.m., SU Guadalupe
Room, call 924-6033.
DEPARTMENT:
CHEMISTRY
Seminar/Cal Tech Professor Peter B.
Dervan, 4.30 p.m., WSQ 207, call
924-2525.
DELTA SIGMA PHI: Fundraiser
barbecue, 11 a.m.-2 p.m., barbecue
pits near faculty offices, call 2888091.
DEPARTMENT
OF
RECREATION AND LEISURE: ’3 Wheels
of Fire" tricycle races, noon -1 p.m.,
SU Amphitheater, call 288-9040.
KSJS: 3rd annual fundraiser, 24
hours a day, 90.7 FM, call 924-4561.
MARKETING CLUB: "Improve
your Marketability" with speaker, 4
p.m., SU Almaden Room, call 2433497.
MECHA: General meeting, 5 p.m.,
Chicano Resource Center, call 2947809.
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS:
Meeting, 12:30-1:20 p.m., Administration 222B, call 251-5430.
PI ALPHA PHI: Asian -American
college-bound program, 830-11:30
a.m., SU Amphitheater, call 2595587.
PRE-LAW ASSOCIATION: Meeting, S p.m., Council Chamber, call
259-2785.
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT
SOCIETY OF AMERICA: Meeting,
7 p.m, SU Guadalupe Room, call
248-5683
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Reentry support group,
noon -1:30 p.m., Administration 223,
call 924-5939.
RE-ENTRY SERVICES: Drop -in
support, 1:30-4 p.m., Administration
213, call 924-5939.
SAN JOSE STUDENTS FOR
CHOICE Meeting, 1:30-4 pm, SU
Montalvo Room, call 984-4084.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Lecture series/’European Paintings
from the National Gallery of Ireland"
by Anne Simonson, 5-6 p.m., Art
building 133, call 924-4328.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Student Galleries Art Receptions, 68 p.m., Art building, call 924-4330.
STAFF
FOR
INDIVIDUAL
RIGHTS (SIR): Gay and Lesbian
Awareness Week, panel discussion:
"NAMBLA - Parasite on the Gay
Rights Movement? (North American
Man -Boy Love Association)," noon 1.45 p m., SU Costanoan Room, call
924-2241.
STRIVING BLACK BROTHERS
AND SISTERS (SBBS): Meeting,
6-7 p.m., WLN 210.

Wednesday 14
AKBAYAN CLUB: General meeting, 2:30-4 p.m., SU Almaden Room,
call 534-1140.
AL-ANON FOR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS OF ALCOHOLICS:
Meeting, noon -12:50 p.m., Administration 269, call (510) 483-2084.
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS:
Board of directors meeting, 3 p
SU Council Chambers, call 9246240
CAREER
PLANNING
AND
PLACEMENT: Career Exploration
Day, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., Event Center,
call 924-6033.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Exploring the Catholic Faith,
7-8:30 p.m., Campus Ministry Center, call 298-0204.
CHI EPSILON CIVIL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY: General
Meeting, 11:30 a.m., Engineering
137, call 254-5245.
PI:
SIGMA
DELTA
Speaker/George Zimmer from The
Men’s Wearhouse, 7 p.m., WSQ 207,
call 258-0607.
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT: Bulwer-Lytton Undergraduate Society
meeting, 1230 p.m., FO 104.
FANTASY STRATEGY CLUB:
Mario Martinez, AD 8, D, 6 p.m., SU
Montalvo Room, call 924-7097.
KSJS: 3rd annual fundraiser, 24
hours a day, 90.7 FM, call 924-4561.
METEOROLOGY
DEPARTMENT: Seminar, 4-5 p.m., DH 615,
call 924-5200.
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS:
Overseas
study
information, noon -2 p.m., BT 150,
call 924-3515.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Brown Bag Lunch program,
noon -1:30 p.m., SU Pacheco Room,
call 924-5930.
SAN JOSE STATE GREENS: General meeting and nomination of
officers, 5-5:30 p.m., SU Almaden
Room, call 978-7359.
SAN JOSE STATE GREENS:
Debate on propositions 165 and
167, 5:30-7 p.m., SU Almaden Room,
call 978-7359.
STAFF
FOR
INDIVIDUAL
RIGHTS (SIR): Gay and Lesbian
Awareness Week, speaker/Nikki
Nichols, "Gay Activism as a Career,"
noon -1:45 p.m., SU Almaden Room,
call 924-2241.
STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR
RESPECT
ENVIRONMENTAL
(SAFER): Meeting, 4 p.m, WSQ
115, call 924-5468
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE:
Nutrition information table, 9 a.m. 3
pm. Main level Student Union, call
924-6119.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE:
’Preventive Health Series: Lower
Back Pain,’ noon, HB 208, call 9246117.
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE:
Weight loss support group, 3 4
p.m., NB 208, call 924-6119.
STUDENTS
UNITED
FOR
ACCESSIBLE
EDUCATION
(SUAE): Officers meeting, 7 p.m.,
55 S. 6th St. #214, call 929-7042.
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT:
"Prelude to a Kiss," a play by Craig
Lucas, 1 p.m., University Theatre,
call 924-4555

Sparta iuide aviulahle to 5150 students, faulty and stall organ cm ion s lor live Deadline is 5 p.m , two days before publication Forms are ayiulable at the Spartan I )aily, 1991
206 limited spike may forte reducing the number I ’lent ries
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(408) 924-3280
924-3282
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Poet remembered
From page

the afterword. "But he gave me
prescriptions: go home and write
poems?’
"One way and another, all
small, I try to do some of the
other things that need to be done,
but I can’t get away from the need
to write poems," Clark wrote.
The last weeks of her life were
spent completing "The Single
Eye?’
"I dragged my oxygen tubes
into my study, sat down at the
keyboard, and began pulling this
book together," Clark wrote in the
afterword. "A good many of the
poems had already been drafted,
some published. I added new
ones and revised over and over
and over:’
Stephanie Pressman, a friend
of Clark’s for many years, spoke of
Clark’s love for nature. Pressman
said the last time she saw Clark,
they were walking along the
beach and she was picking up
garbage.
"She always really revered the
land and really wanted it to be
kept in a good state and ecologically pure," Pressman said. "And
even though she was tired and
could barely get herself back to
the car, she was still picking up

pieces of garbage - That’s part of
the kind of spirit she had?’
"The natural world has always
been intensely present and overwhelmingly important to me, a
strong source of solace and comfort:’ Clark wrote.
Pressman then read Clark’s
poem "Sisters," a poem describing
her childhood and relationship
with six sisters.
"Seven sisters, one eye among
us: we shared. I was the youngest;
my turn came seldom, lasted
hardly a minute till they dived at
me as if their claws would scratch
out what each one wanted:’ Clark
wrote in the poem.
Clark was born in 1932 in
Texas where she grew up on a
farm. By the age of 21, she was
married and the mother of three.
Her second book of poetry,
"When I Kept Silence earned her
the 1990 Washington Governor’s
Writer’s Award.
At the reading, Clark’s friends
and relatives reflected on how her
poetry had enriched their lives.
"Making poems is one of the
things I do. I want each one to be
a little gift to someone," Clark
once wrote. The reading, which
roughly 30 people attended,
showed that she had been successful in at least that.

thrown themselves to the floor to
avoid being shot.
"I’m just grateful that it didn’t
work:’ Cauble said. "It’s a pretty
helpless situation?’
McElroy was a graduate of Rutgers University in New Jersey who
received a law degree from the
University of Nebraska in 1989,
University Vice Chancellor James
Griesen said.

COMEDY
TRAFFIC SC11001,
9 9 im

with this ad
classes taught by comedians
no test or written work
videos/movies

248 - 6811
LIMINNI=11111M11 MMMMMM

Management
Designate
Program

Management
Development Program.
We will teach you the

When it comes to opportunity...
We deliver!
Send your resume to:

Pizza Hut, Inc.
Attn: Search Committee
7020 K, 11 C iter Parkway Suite 142
CA 94566

If parking’s a problem for you, let Altrans
show you another way. With 21 direct bus
lines to campus, we can create an
individualized program to meet your
personal commuting needs.
To learn more, call

EOE/AA

4.:()1,1.1E:(

4

RiNG SAE

4

TAKE CONTROL OF
YOUR COMMUTE

Pizza
-Hut.
skill, necessary to run a
$1,000,000 business!
Previous restaurant background is not required
although experience in
sales management, customer service or a related
college degree is preferred.

Pizza Hut, a Fortune-100
company, is rapidly growing throughout the Bay
Area. We are looking for
select candidates for our

From pixe I

Recognizing yak

Personal
achievement

10K
off
$100
I $50 off 14K

441

$25 OFF 10K

00.

924-RIDE
You’ll be glad you did.

AlTrans

Your Alternative Transportation Solution
Funded by MU Office of Traffic Parking

call today for free all day bus pass

We Want
to Hear
from
You!

We are looking for people
who want to present their
viewpoint. All creative
mediums are welcome
whether they he art,
literature or music.

The
PEP Center
wants your
perspective
alcohol

Winning entries will be
published in the Spartan
Daily, Oct. 22. They will be
chosen on the basis of
originality, creativity,
relevance, and content.

Gunman confronts 20 students with faulty rifle
The .30-caliber carbine had a
30-bullet clip and McElroy had
another 30-round clip in his pocket, Cauble said.
It jammed when McElroy
allegedly tried to advance a bullet
into the rifle’s firing chamber when
another bullet was already in place,
the campus police chief said.
Students in the class, which
McElroy was enrolled in, had

The SJSU news source.

Alarmed: Residents want alarms off
cle. Alarms are made to deter
said.
stereo thefts, in addition to vehiWhile the UPI) urged students cle thefts.
to turn down the sensitivity on
Abeyta questioned the validity
their alarms, the signs that were of the signs and suggested they
posted urged people to invest in may just be hollow threats to scare
alternate auto security, such as those with alarms.
"The Club’ that does not use an
He speculated the signs may
audible warning.
have been posted by one person,
"The Club" is a large red bar rather than an organized group,
that locks the steering wheel in who was upset with the disturbplace, discouraging thieves from ing alarms. The signs stated,
attempting to steal the entire vehi- "Forewarned is forearmed?’

3
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sin los6 State University

All entries should be
delivered to the
PEP-Center by 4:30 p.m.,
Oct. 19, 1992.
Co-sponsored by
’The l’1:1’ (Prevention Education Program)
Center and the Spartan Daily
For information, call 924-5945
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week

.1( )STENS
Date: Oct 12th -16th
Time: 10am-4pm

Deposit
Required: S25 00

Place: Spartan Bookstore

Don’t
Be
A
Victim
Let P.E.S.S.T
help ill the
prevention.

( Prevention
f.ducation Street Survival
.I.:tetics I is a prevention propoi lin you to
learn salety tactics that will
help to prevent you front
het:inning a victim of crime.
’the progranis will consisl
14- a seminar and crime
ObSIIICIC course.

October 20 4:30-6:11Opm
October 21 4:30-6:00pm
..t Spartan Stadium
limited to the first 30
people who sign-up by
Friday, Ott 16.

To sign-up & mine
IniOnnation, call 924.5945.
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New video
covers the
Dead’s antics

NEW YORK (AP) - It’s called
"Backstage Pass," and much of the
visual focus of the Grateful Dead’s
new home video is on their activities off-stage. But most of the
audio is very much on-stage: classic live Dead music.
See young Jerry Garcia have fun
with stop-motion 8mm film effects
in 1964, making his friends seem
to disappear. Or watch Garcia, a

an extra ticket, or selling tie-dye
T-shirts.
Behind it all is the central element of the enduring Dead phenomenon - the music, live. In
previously unreleased recordings
we hear Garcia’s cosmic lead-guitar explorations, Lesh’s thundering
bass lines and Weir’s guitar
rhythms propelling the Dead’s
inimitable psychedelic-jazz jams.

made this band an American
institution.
Some of the impressions: The
late promoter Bill Graham making his entrance as Father Time at
one of the Dead’s annual New
Year’s Eve shows; the "Wall of
Sound" concert amplification system; crowds of Deadheads listening intently and dancing to the
music; others outside, looking for

his wife and young child.
"Backstage Pass" (Grateful
Dead Productions, $19.95) isn’t
just a home video of Dead home
movies, though.
In 35 minutes, six songs and
one way or another, director Justin
Kreutzmann (whose father is
Dead drummer Bill Kreutzmann)
captures for the small screen a
wide range of elements that have

teen-age (and looking younger
than that) Bob Weir and their
bandmates strolling San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury during the
peak of the psychedelic ’60s.
Fast-forward a decade and see
them planting a Dead trademark
skull -and -lightning flag atop a
pyramid in Egypt; another decade
and there’s an older, now short haired Phil Lesh hanging out with

10% OFF Nexxus Products
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The Rock and Roll Barber
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C&M Backpacking
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7TH

#8 Scones

5TH

#9 La Huasteca Taqueria
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318 S. 10th St.
Next to Robert’s Bookstore
279-9955

C.1 505 E. SAN CARLOS
I’
AT 1 1TH ST
2 BLOCKS FROM
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SAN JOSE STATE
I PHONE 287-1111
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SAN PEDRO
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#10 Fred’s
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FEA1ORING XEROX 5090, CANON COLOR
11111
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#11 San Jose Live!
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FILM DEVELOPING
OVERNIGHT ROLL SERVICE

FAX SERVICES

10% Off W/Stu

SENDING & RECEIVING

SJSU BICYCLING HEADQUARTERS

’ma mom mi 11 ST. P & C COUPON

FILM DEVELOPING AND PRINTING SPECIAL
BRING YOUR 110,
126, 135, OR DISC
COLOR PRINT FILM
FOR DEVELOPING
AND GET 3 1/2"
PRINTS AT THIS
SPECIAL LOW
PRICE.
Good At 11th St. Photo & Copy
Only Not Valid With Other Offers

36
EXPOSURE

11 ST. P & C COUPON

COMMUNICATE IN COLOR
COLOR LASER COPIES

Ego um

P & C COUPON

mil

COPIES
1 I TH ST . PHOTO & COPY OFFERS YOU THE

I I MAKE QUALITY COLOR COPIES FROM YOUR
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS, CHARTS,
I LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN COPIES- XEROX 5090 I I
MORE. GREAT WAY IC
- 130 COPIES PER MINUTE, BINDING AND
PROFESSION AL PRESENTATION
MUCH MORE!
TRANSPARENCIES!

EACH
8 1/2 X 11 - WHITE - 20#

I I

SELF SERVICE COPIERS
AVAILABLE

II

Expires 10-31-92

Presentations

Displays
Charts & Graphs

I

4.44 itensloor & color
are co, add.t.r.nol cl.otg

FREE
Expires 10-31-92

I,

I

COLOR
COPIES

kinkoss

8 1/2 X 1 1 - 20#

En

Transparencies
Sales Flyers
*Copy From Slides

1

EACH

FAX SENDING & RECEIVING
SECOND PAGE
SENT OR RECEIVED

FREE
DELIVERY
/ purchase of $10
or more Coll 993-8230

Plain 2016
81" x 1 1" White
Paper

9/

II

297-6760

(across from campus, ’under the Collinades)

$499

I I

Carlos St. (next to

Clothing and Accessories

140 El Paseo de San Antonio

II

J
Outdoor
Sunslasse

S.JSU
Professional Service/ Repair

11 ST.
-7r - COLOR
COPIES

II

JanSport
MEI
481 E. San

/

$399

Expires 1031 92

21/2c

TRAVELPACKS
Lowe

V’

24 HOUR SERVICE AVAILABLE
ON ROLL FILM DEVELOPING
COLOR OR B&W.

MIN
1=1

24
EXPOSURE

C & M BACK

IMPACT

299

12-15
EXPOSURE

(except backpack

I

the copy center

295 4336
93 E San Curios St
II Across From McDonald’s

252 7821
1821 Saratoga Ave I
Corner of Saratoga &
Lawrence Express Way i
EXPIRE S 10/11 .

LATE NIGHT SU

15% OFF MENU WITH THIS C(
EXP1RES 10/31/92.
FREE DELIVERY

at kind
510 mr4,41

k_01111P1 with rk and ,alod)

beef terriyaki
2. chicken terriyaki
3. salmon terriyaki
4. shrimp tempura
1.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

3.95
3.45

191W
5.45
5,75

3.95

6.45

3.95
3.25

6.45
5.45
5,75
5.75

vegetable tempura
3.45
mixed tempura
gyoza (pot sticker) 9pcs. 3.45
California roll (12 pcs.) 3.45
5.75
les
5,75
spicy chicken
combination of any two 3.95
6.45
.......
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George Strait
tries his hand
at movies

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) George Strait falls unceremoniously on his backside during one
scene in the movie "Pure Country’
He’s hoping the film - and his
first starring role - don’t meet
the same fate.
The country singer turned leading man has a polished, buttondown stage masculinity that Warner

Bros. movie executives are counting
on to translate to the screen.
The film is about a country
singer named Dusty who returns
to Texas to rediscover his roots.
Lesley Ann Warren plays his protective manager, and Isabel Glasser his headstrong love interest.
Strait, 40, has no acting experience unless you count his appearances in beer commercials. So peo-

ple may wonder how he prepared.
"I didn’t:’ he said by telephone
from Dallas. "They said maybe I
should take lessons, but I didn’t
want to and the director (Christopher Cain) didn’t want me to,
either. So we just jumped right in."
And Strait said he’s satisfied
with his acting debut.
"I enjoyed it and I did better
than I thought I would. If you can

San Jost State UruversityU Tuesday, October 13, 1992

get on stage and get a feeling from
the crowd, you can get a similar
feeling making a movie. It’s just
another part of the entertainment
business"
Strait displays his honky-tonk
baritone on 11 songs in the movie,
and the soundtrack has been
turned into his 17th album. The
first single released from the
soundtrack is "I Cross My Heart:’

and the music video accompanying the song features scenes from
the movie.
Strait was country’s pre-eminent star until Garth Brooks came
along about three years ago. Strait
was voted the Country Music
Association’s top award, entertainer of the year, in 1989 and 1990.
Brooks has won it the two years
since then.
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CASE ’N’ POINT
Hail Spartans! I would like to
congratulate the Spartan football
team for their impressive
Homecoming victory. I would also
like to thank the Pavilion shops and
fraternities for contributing to the
Spartan Spirit. By participating in
the window decorating contest, they
exemplified the SJSU Homecoming
tradition. Thank you for your

:-.

-----fi. rtito-teer-Ot
Join the "Bladder Buster" team at Ltl Ditty’s every Tuesday this month.
It’s that time of year to celebrate and honor the brewmasters, and you
can take the Bladder Buster Challenge-25 cent draft beers ’til somebody goes (you know where!).

In SRN JOSE LIVE!

Plus, Don’t forget College Night every Thursday:
Human Bowling, Human Darts and more in
7
America’s Original Sports Bar
;IPS.
Modern Rock Dance Party in Puzzles
Singing Wars in LW Ditty’s

LtE

SCONES

Eili

SAMUEL AoAtAs ELECTION PARTIES every Wednesday
tor Men 8, Women
every Tuesday-$150 in cash 8, prizes weekly!
TIGHT FITTIN’ JEANS CONTEST

ENGLISH CAFE & DELI

fISE-1
.,%1/4‘41Ei. A

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE

Support.

R. Case

10/16-17 Niki Love
10/20 McCarty & Company

Etii

ilMecim4C/Pf-

Breakfast
Lunch
Afternoon Tea

San Jose Live at the Pavilion Downtown, 150 S lot S!

Yogurt

CALL

Espresso

294-LIVE

at the Pavilion

FOR RESERVATIONS OR MORE INFORMATION!

Moos of Operation S,trtday 9 10 t
, A
Sundays LI rtt

’’ 30a- !:"

;peer Charge

280-1145

if W/Student I.D.
A backpacks on sale)

39 S. Market

ACKPACKING
’Outdoor
Sunglasses
St. (next to

BACKPACKS
JanSport
’Caribou
’Eagle Creek

Mon-Fri 7am-3:30pm

Mexican Food
at
legistair

Authentic

Subway) 297-9777

inglittcor

La Iluasteca Taqueria

Oct. 17
1 -5 p.m.

Purchase any Burrito.
’or Taro
& get a 32,i-i.
for only 25v
OPEN LATE
TILL 3,00 um
Thum Fri,
and Sat

338 S. Third St . (aerns front Mr- I)’malds) 287 7473

Campbell Coffee Roasting Company

San Pedro Square Open House

Learn about the history and architecture of one of San Jose’s oldest areas, San Pedro
Square. Self-guided tours include the first public viewing of the restored Fallon House,
plus refreshments from local restaurants and live music. Tickets $10 in advance or $12
on the day of the event. For more information, call 947-8025

Oct. 17 - 18
12 -7 p.m.

Presents

JJ’s 6th Annual
Blues Festival & BBQ

JJ’s Blues brings this popular annual event downtown to the Guadalupe River Park, at
the corner of Woz Way and San Carlos St. Scheduled performers include Elvin Bishop,
the Chris Cain Band and the John Wedemeyer Trio. Free admission. For more
information, call 286-3066.

IT SUSHI
’ITH THIS COUPON
10/31/92.
at limo
510 minimum
19019
6.45
3.95
3.45
6.75
3.95
6.45
3.95
6.45
3.35
5.45
6.75
3.45
5.75
3.45
6.75
3.45
5.75
3.45
3.95
6.45

99C

lpoe

SUSHI

(ir098

Large Seiedion

FUJI

IA PAN
- L SF
CUISINE
56W. Sonia Clara 59, Son Joie I

298-3854
OPEN LATE NIGHT*
FRI & SAT 5pm-2.30am
LUNCH (Mon -Fri) I lam- 2.30pm I
DINNER (Mon -Sun) Spm- lOpm

Downtown’s newest coffee house
lhe best espresso in tount.
Colke roasted daily on the premises.
Delicious Fe-ench pastries and decadent desserts.
European style light lunch.

2 for 1
lint Any 1 ( ’apina.L iii,, Itc,
Or Mocha & (4.t A 2nd of I Alu.41
Or I csscr Valli(’ FREE
with this anipon

Through
October 31

Octoberfest

Celebrate Oktoberfest every Friday and Saturday with Germania Restaurant at The
Hochburg, 261 N. Second St. Doors open at noon for traditional Bavarian food, music
and 50 different German beers. From 6 p.m. to 1 a.m., enjoy live entertainment and
folk dancing. For more information, call 295-4484.

Fred’s
Coffee 12.mv4ing
Open 7 days
I
m,
/ rt 7ano - /J p’.,
Am, II....,. I) r
VIOL

111.41

Nnrili San Pedro Si.,
San iora
2mi (Ito

Call the San Jose Downtown Association’s 24-hour FYI
line for upcoming events at 295-2265, Ext. 483. For a
free pocket-size Downtown Directory or Fall Money
Saver Coupon Book, Call 279-1775.
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SJSU hockey
easily slides
by Cal Bears,
wins 11-2

Recycle the Spartan Daily.

PEP-Center Has
Positions Available
INIECTSIESI
I/u Iii ( ’otter (PirteHtion
bluctitirm l’iograno IN HOW
new stodeot

condo(
ulturally .wat\.inve alcohol
and drug eilacrator
progr11171.V.

Spartan Daily Stall Report

The Spartan Ice Hockey club
skated to an easy 11-2 victory in
its season opener against UC
Berkeley Saturday at the Golden
Gate Ice Arena in Redwood City.
"It ended up being a cake
walk:’ said Lou Siville, a secondyear goaltender for SJSU. "We
expected a totally different
team."
The Spartans had three power
plays in the first period enabling
them to score two goals. With six
goals in the second period, the
Spartans scored a goal almost
every other minute against the
Bears.
The Spartan’s top scorer was
left-wing Elliot Chung, who tallied four goals. SJSU Captain
Martin Denis scored a hat trick.
The Spartans play Stanford,
last year’s Division I state champions, Friday and Saturday at
7:30 p.m. at the Golden Gate Ice
Arena in Redwood City.

IIEREEMEI

As a PEP sun] member
YOU will earn $6 per hour, an
average of 10 hours per week.
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Sports
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San lose State University

Applications are avaiable in the PEP-Center
Administration Bldg.
Room 222A, and must be
received by 4:30p.m. on
Monday, Oct. 16, 1992.
For more information, call
Multi -Cultural Grant
Coordinator, I .ee Purdioux
at 924-5945

The Simplest Multiple Choice Ever!
Choose a Complete 386SX-16 System including an

(A)Epson LQ-510 or (B)Action 3250 Printer.
Equity 386SX-161’1u.s
EPSON
1 -YEAR*
ON -SITE
ARRANTY

Loaded with Great Features:

FREE

2M11 RAM sop. to 14MB MIMI NDD
1r Mono VGA Monitor 1.44M. 3 5" or 1 2MB 5 25" ,
Epson LQ-510 or 3250 Printer 101 hey keyboard

Serial
Mouse!

DOS 5.0

1 Year On-Site Warranty

ACCFRS
.$’7 9 (408) 247-4444
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES

.

11

\\11\,(11’1

Special Student and Faculty Offer
-mil briny On, ml in to, rccoso au% 4/1,10 i,I1C1’

TARA MURPHY
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SJSU’s Crista Koch makes a dig during the Spartans’ four-set win Saturday night at the Event Center.

Spartans feast on Roadrunners
BY BRIAN WACHTER
Spartan Daily stalt Writer

The team that fell behind most
often eventually surged ahead and
grabbed the Big West Conference
match Saturday between SJSU
and the New Mexico State
women’s volleyball teams.
The Spartans overcame substantial deficits in every game it
won en route to a three game to
one victory at the Event Center.
bad
luck
were
"Leads
tonightevery team that won
was behind by five points at one
time SJSU Head Coach John
Corbelli said.
In the first game the Spartans
started out solid, with season
kills-leader Erin Ginney scoring
the first point.
But the Road Runners began
wrapping up the game after Karen
Andrews, the game leader in kills
with 19, put New Mexico on top

8-7. The Spartans went on a run
to tie the score at 14 after a serve
by Hart and a kill by Jennifer
Gross.
The Spartans scored the last
two points of the game on wide
shots by the Roadrunners to win
20-18.
After trailing 5-1, the Spartans
led 6-5 in game two on the block
of Crista Koch, the Spartan coleader in kills Saturday with 13.
Shane Donnellon slammed the
game-winning kill off the Roadrunner front line for a 15-11 win.
Corbelli’s "big-leads-are-bad"
theory passed the acid test in
game three.
The Spartans watched a 10-0
lead evaporate into the scorching
heat of New Mexico, who was on
fire. The Roadrunners scored nine
unanswered points on the way to
a 15-13 back-from-the-dead win.
But they didn’t stay resuscitat-

ed for very long.
After continuing to breath new
life by building an 8-1 lead, SJSU’s
Cristin Rossman made her 20th
service ace of the season.
The momentum completed its
shift to the Spartan side of the net
when Koch rejected an attempted
spike, making it 13-12.
Moments later, Gross blasted a
shot cross-court that extinguished
the opposition once and for all.
The Spartans improved to 6-10
overall, 3-3 in the Big West and 20 against the Roadrunners this
season.
SJSU lost to Cal State
Nothridge in a non-conference
match 15-9, 15-6, 15-11, Friday
night at the Event Center.
The Spartans take on Big West
rival, the University of the Pacific,Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. at
the San Jose Civic Center. Students with ID cards get in for free.

It’s been said that most people’s jobs are too small for their
spirits. I want a company where every single job grows to
the size of its owner’s spirit."

John F. Welch, Jr.
Chairman and CEO
General Electric Company

EXPLORATION

GE will be at San Jose State’s
Career Exploration Fair
October 14, 1992

OPENS DOORS FOR YOU
Come hear what these recent SJSU graduates have to say about
working at GE:
Charles Cameron, Mechanical Engineering, 1991
Chris Welsh, Mechanical Engineering, 1992
Khanh Ly, Mechanical Engineering, 1992
Doug Jacobs, Electrical Engineering, 1991

Explore career,
internship and
volunteer opportunities
available in today’s job
market.

Eric Nagatoishi, Mechanical Engineering, 1991
Ross MacKenzie, Management Information Systems, 1990

These GE businesses and training programs will be represented:

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
COME AS YOU ARE

GE Nuclear Energy’s Edison Engineering Program
GE Information Systems Management Program
GE Field Engineering Program

/ 140 EMPLOYERS

GE Technical Sales Program

WEDNESDAY

OCTOBER

14

10AN1to3 PM
Hepre!,r.,
Busines-. Irl1,
Government. Ea
Health and Hurndr

rvrCIT

The Event Center, SJSU
Fast Creative Competitive
An Equal Opporlunlly Employer

Professional attire and resumes are not required, however,
they are highly recommended for those seeking career opportunities.
Coordinated by SJSU Career Planning and Placement Center whose services and programs ore provided
without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin , age, or disability
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0 Powerful earthquake hits Egypt,
kills close to 400

Political
Almanac
PARIS (AP) - Broadcast outlets
around the world offered viewers a
taste of U.S. politics with the opening
presidential debate.
One immediate result: a surge of
betting Monday at London’s bookmakers in favor of Bill Clinton.
Newspaper commentary was light
due to the time difference - the
debate aired at around midnight in
Europe, and early Monday morning
in Asia - but the event received
wide broadcast coverage.
In London, Ladbrokes betting
shops reported handling more than
$20,000 in wagers Monday morning.
Clinton, the Democratic challenger,
was quoted at 1 -to-5, meaning you
have to bet $5 to win one dollar.
Most commentators said that in
the first contest at least, the president
failed to make the needed breakthrough.
"Anyone expecting fireworks was
disappointed," wrote the Dutch daily
Het Parool. ’All Clinton had to do
was make a solid impression, which
he did. Not brilliantly but solid ....
Not once did Bush give the impression of fighting for his last chance?’
That sense was echoed by newspapers in Tokyo, where the debate,
coming during the Monday morning
rush hour, got prominent coverage.
"The chances for Bush’s reelection
appear even more dismal than
before wrote the national Yomiuri.
The Asahi, another national newspaper, called Bush’s criticism of Clinton’s anti-war stance during the Vietnam war a "risky move" that "dearly
showed Bush’s campaign as on the
defensive
In Britain, the independent
Guardian said in a front-page headline, "Clinton Tells Bush Time’s Up?’
Said ARD, one of Germany’s
national TV networks: "There was
no clear winner, but there was a clear
loser - Bush."

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - One of the
strongest earthquakes to hit Egypt in
modern times toppled buildings Monday
and caused deadly stampedes of panicked residents. The goverment said more
than 370 people were killed and more
than 3,300 injured.
A mother, holding her dead son and
shouting for help, was pulled from the
rubble of a building more than seven
hours after the 6:10 p.m. PST earthquake
that registered 5.9 on the Richter scale.
Many victims were trampled to death,
including more than 100 schoolchildren
in the Cairo area, said Maj. Gen. Rida
Abdel-Aziz, an assistant interior minister.
They were killed as they rushed from
swaying schools.
Authorities declared a state of emergency in this city of 14 million people.
The quake was centered about 20
miles southwest of Cairo, a few miles
from the pyramids and the Sphinx on the
Giza Plateau. Information Minister
Safwat el-Sherif said major monuments
survived the 20-second ternhlor.
The security force’s operations room
in Cairo reported Monday night that 116
buildings were reported destroyed or
badly damaged throughout Egypt.
Hardest hit were Cairo, with 127 dead
and 2,139 injured, and Giza to the south,
with 128 dead and 700 hurt, it said.

Two Americans
awarded the Nobel
Prize in medicine
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - The
Nobel Prize in medicine was awarded
Monday to two Americans who defined a
basic biological process important to
understanding cancer and organ transplant rejection.
Edmond Fischer, 72, and Dr. Edwin
Krebs, 74, will share the $1.2 million prize
for their discoveries in the 1950s concerning "reversible protein phosphorylation."
The men’s work has helped scientists

understand such things as how the drug
cyclosporin prevents rejection of transplanted organs, why certain cancers develop and how the body mobilizes sugar to
produce energy.
The two biochemists at the University of
Washington isolated and described the first
enzyme that helps regulate the interaction
of proteins through the phosphorylation
process, said the Nobel Assembly at the
Karolinska Institute, which awarded the
prize.
"When we found out this reaction, we
didn’t know if it was something very
unique, very unimportant," Fischer said at
his home in Seattle. "Then over the years
many many people working in this area
have developed the field and now we know
that it’s involved in just about every reaction inside the cell;
"It absolutely can lead the trail to a cure
for cancer?’ said Fischer, who holds both
Swiss and American citizenship.
The whereabouts of Perez after the
"I’m totally overwhelmed," said Fischer. attack were not immediately known.
"It’s surprising, because when you think
how many persons are doing superb work
in the field, you can think of literally
dozens of other people who would deserve
it:" Krebs and Fischer have worked together
since the early 1950s.

o Pope celebrates

Columbus Day as
protests continue

0 President Perez
narrowly escapes
murder attempt

SANTO DOMINGO, Dominican
Republic (AP) - Pope John Paul II celebrated the arrival of Christianity in the
New World in 1492, distancing himself
from festivities and protests marking the
arrival of Christopher Columbus.
Scattered protests occurred in some
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP) - Shots Dominican cities, with about 100 people
were fired at the motorcade of President marching in the capital where the governCarlos Andres Perez as he visited a west- ment was commemorating the quincenern town Monday, radio reports said.
tennial. Protesters view the arrival of the
TWo people were killed and at least six Italian explorer as the start of European
were wounded in an exchange of gunfire colonization and the subjugation and
with security guards but the president extermination of native peoples.
was unhurt, reporters said.
In the northern city of Esperanza, a
The attackers fired shots from a truck homemade bomb tossed from a motorcyle
after Perez walked out of a hospital he wounded four children, police and local
had inaugurated in the town of radio reports said. Other bombs were
Paraguaipoa, about 50 miles north of reportedly thrown in the city of San FranMaracaibo, reported Radio Rumbos, cisco de Marcoris.
quoting Owaldo Alvarez Paz, governor of
The pope on Monday made his only
western Zulia state.
scheduled stop outside the capital during
Radio reports said the attackers were his six-day trip, traveling by helicopter to
Guajira Indians, but no motive was given. the eastern end of the island to say Mass at
One television station showed security a shrine dedicated to the Virgin Mary.
forces attending to about three people
"We are celebrating, dear brothers and
who were lying on the ground and sisters, the arrival of the message of salvaseemed wounded.
tion on this continent?’ the pope told the
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
OFFICE 4 RENT 1/2 block from
ti street Parking.
SJSU lght.
y reasonable.
Immed
296-8198 is 2972299
BUILD OUR BUSINESS IN YOUR
native land without leaving home.
Choose Mexico, Guatemala,
Panama & Brazil. Will train. Well
capitalized. Call 1.8004849991
ext. 7500 for preview information.
Ofille ntemational.
INSTANT CREDIT CARDS! No
Income dead No credit check! No
One refused! Write for free details.
JMV Enterpnses, P.O. Box 26915,
San Jose. CA 95159.
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office usts, teeth cleared are
xrays - no charge
SAVE M3NEY and your TEETH
Enroll noel
For brodarre see
A.S Office or Call 800655.3225
55.000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
Inserance coverage for students
elm Blue Cross of California.
Rates as bw as $22. per nionth.
Ms available are
Pregnancy plan & Dental plan
1133 Saratoga Ave, San kne
14081252 7330
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
in tie Spartan Daly Classified!
Call 924-3277.
WANTED:
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
Reach out 3 hours per week
as a Commonly Friend. providing
social support to those who
endure mental illness We tari
408 4360606
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Books. magazines tapes and
unique girt items.
Hours: Tues. thru Fri. 16 pm.
Sat. 10. 6prn&SiIi.114Pm.
463 S. Basoorn Ave. Sal lose.
408-2793342
OPEN BIBLE. THE ACTS OF THE
sinful nature are obvious: sexual
Irenorality, impurity arid debauch
cry, idolatry & witchcraft, hatred.
discord, eaiousy, fits of rage. selfish ambition, dissensions, %moons
& envy, drunkeness, ages, & the
like. I warn you, as I did before.
that thcee who he like this will not
Inherit the kingdom cf God. But the
fruit of the spilt is toe, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, faithfulness,
gentleness, and self-control.
Against such things there is no law.
S. Cha, P.O. Box 160315, Cuperti
no, CA 95016.

THE ROOMMATE SERVICE
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! GREEKS & CLUBS, RAISE A COOL
Largest selection.
Many positions. Great benefits. $1.000.00 is just one week! Plus
bow Cost
Cat 18003333737 ext. P3310. $1,003. for the member who calks!
AUTO INSURANCE
Fast results.
And a free headphone rado just for
Campus Insurance Service
3410 Steens Creek Blvd.
THE OPORTUNITY OF THE 905! callng 18039320528, net 65.
Special Student Piograms
Open Mon.- Sat., 11 am. -7 pm.
Expanding a tosness in Northern
Serving SJSU for 20 years
2416510.
California. Working independently HEALTH AND FITNESS MINDED
"Beset Rates for Good Divers"
and
management
marketing
’Gciod Rates for hionGood Dowers’ full trne or part-terse with unirrated
WILLOW GARDENS APTS.
assistants needed to he wits
income potential. Products are
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
stateoftheart If interested please expansion! Wil Iran Part bine 8 Minutes from San Jose State.
’Good Student"
NI tine. (408) 365.9326.
Spacious 2 bedroorn apts. with 2
call (415) 5135509.
’Famry Mule-car’
full baths. Ideal for students and
CALL TODAY
roommates. Swimming pool.
$16.00 PER HOUR SALARY
2965270
saunas, weight room and clubTelemarketrg / Carmissng
HOUSING
FREE QUOTE
house. Quality living at a reasonLawn aeration.
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
QUIET ROOMS AVAILABLE able rate. Ask for student discount
Weekends & Evenngs.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
1 Mock from campus. Suitable fa 1750 Stokes St. 1408) 9984300
Start Saturday -- Paid Monday.
faculty, staff, or gaduate students.
(40113) 732444.3
CHEAP! FBI / US. SEZED
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Month to month Call 2931735
89 Mercedes
$200.
with all electric kitchen. dahwash
$50.
965W
$200.- $500. WEEKLY
er,
a, oonationrg, gated covered
UVING
ON
CAMPUS?
TIRED
OF
Assemble
products
at
home
$100.
87 Mercedes
narking and on site laundry.
65 Mustang
$25 Easyi No sellrg You’re paid direct Erioy garden style apartment Irving
low
rents
and
low
deposits.
BrIght aid My. Quiet, nice for staff.
with
Fully guaanteed.
Choose ban thousands start $25.
OK for two. 1 block from campus.
10 mnutes from SJSU campus.
FREE Informabcn 24 hcur hotline.
FREE Information.
Fran $660. /month.
8013792960
TIMBERWOOD APARTMENTS
24 Hot, lialne.801 379.2929
Aspen Vntage Tower. 2974705.
578.6800.
Copaght I CA294eDli.
Copyright I CA291tIC
PART TIME SALES
Pick your own hours. HO earrings
potential. Service sets Itself.
Gmend floa opeortunty in new SJ
based bisiness. 2958496

$7.00 PER HOUR KM
8 hotx shifts /Part or Fullene
DAY. SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
Excellent Icenefits. We train.
No experience necessary.
WEEKLY PAY
Credit union
Special robs to $8.54) per hair.
ULTIMATE HOME BUSINESS Play!
Make up to $800./wkl Write for Apply 8 am -5 pm. Monday Frclay
Vanguard Security Services
free details to JMV Enterprises,
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
P.O. Box 26915, San Jose, CA
Near 101 at Sari Tornas & Oboe.
95159.

EgilaAkg

ORE
FRATERNITY/ SORORITY INS.
*Clip this notice"
We issue nun fraternities &
sororities than any local insurance
broker. If you have had difficulty
Maoism compeutee liability
and properly coverages,
cat 14081252 73C0

HELP WANTED
EUVERY DRIVERS & CASHIERS
DAY & EVENING SHIFTS AVAIL.
Good pay! Must be reliable and
hard atoning Apply 11 person.
Pasta Ma Restaurant
2565 N. First St. or call 4.3573(0.

crowd ot some 10,000 taithful

iguey.

0 Somalis drinking
contaminated
water, engineers say
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) Thousands of Somalis already weakened
by hunger are drinking contaminated
water from rivers and ponds because wells
have been extensively damaged, experts
said Monday.
The engineers participated in a recent
two-week survey of water sources in
famine-stricken areas in Somalia, the first
survey of its kind since drought and warfare began killing thousands of people in
this Horn of African nation.
More than 100,000 people already have
died in the famine, and diarrhea caused by
polluted water has caused or hastened
many deaths.
"This whole place from a water point of
view is a disaster; said Paul Sherlock, a
water engineer for the British relief agency
Oxfam.
"We found absolutely everywhere there
is a water problem - every village, every
town, in every area: he said.
Sherlock said war, looting and neglect
have resulted in damage to deep tube wells
called bore holes, which use electric
pumps, as well as other systems in much of
central and southern Somalia.

Phone: 924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282

AUTOMOTIVE

AUTO QUOTE. CALL 218.2181.
No cost or obligation.
Good drive rate avaiabie,
with minium of 3 years
&ma; experierce.
Hours Mon. thu Fri. 9. 5.
Sat by appointment Call after
hours at 3770529. Ask for John.
Allstate Instranoe.
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SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Teachers & Substitutes.
Medical / Dental Benefits.
’Sick & Vacation Pre.
’Employee Childcare Credit
’Employee Referral Bonus.
Now nag for before and after
school age child care programs
arid preschool programs.
Minimern 12 unds ECE
or related arse work
e. elementary Ed. or recreation).
Also hiring credential students or
equivalent to work In our priatte
elementary as Instructional aids.
We are often% FT. PT. spit Mats
and Ses hours for students.
Call (MS) 237-7328
fro an interview
or further nformabon.

POP SYSTIMS HAS .108 ormolu&
EARN $1,500 WEEKLY marks; as in hightech canputer industry. Call
(4081 944-0301 for interest in
packet!
cowl
Free
Begin
crcularsl
SEYS. Dept 15. Box 4000. a full time account executive or
part-time shipping / reoeMrg clerk
Cordova. TN. 383184000.
position Excellent opportunity
for marketing majors or any
NOW HIRING
graduating senior.
Full 8, Part Time Potations
Throughout Silicon Valley
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
To $7.50 per hour
- fishenes. Earn $600../week in
(Derending un experience)
canneries or $4.000./month on
GRAVEYARD/WEEKEND
fishng boats. Free transportation!
AVAILABILOY A PLUS
Room & board! Over 8,000 openApply 8 ern. -4 pm.
ings. Male or female. Get a head
Monday - Friday
start on next summed For employAmerican Protective Services
ment program call 1,206-545
2041 Mission College Blvd.
4155 ext A6041.
Suite 150, Santa Clara
EOE M/F/H/V since 1944.

MASTER BORNS. 2 fuel beets, 6
closets. 2 blocks from SJSU.
Underground parking, laundry
room. BBQ area, pool table, ping
pong table. Free cable TV.
148 E. William St. Move in bonus!
Call Cindy at 9470803.
LARGE CLEAN QUIET
2 bdrm./2 bath. Gated garage
$690. 529 S 10th 03 9858098
NOW RENTING! 2 BDRM./2 BA.
spacious apartments starting at
$700. per month. Security gate.
Off street parking. Call Dan at
2955256 or cane by State House
Apts. corner of llth and Wiliam

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
1 tdmi./lba. $595.2 bdrrn./2 ba.
start $745. Available now. Wak or
ride bete to school. Ample parking
garage available Secured entrance.
Cable TV avail. Laundry facilities.
Remodeled, roomy & very clean.
Call Manager 2889157 or Iv. msg
SHARE HOUSE - Los Gatos $350.
1/3 util. lativey, fireplace, quiet
St. 20 min to SJSU 371-1249.
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE
roommate to live with a handi
capped man as a personal com
panion. If you are interested. call
Brian at 2982308 after 4 pm.

1000’s OF SCHOLARSHIP $$Ss AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
LARGE CLEAN QUIET
2 bdrm./2 bath. Gated garage. available. Recorded message grses Word Processing! Theses, term
papers. Nursing & group projects.
$690. 529 S. 10th 03. 9856098. details. 140817541418.
resumes, letters. manuscnpts, etc.
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Laser Jet All
SERVICES
formats plus APA. Spelrig punctu
TRAVEL
ation and grammar assistance All
STATE FARM SELLS HEALTH INS.
work guaranteed! Save $SS with
BRECKEIRIDGE SKI Tar
Operations and hospital rooms
cost a lot more than you think. Call Jan. 13 . 19 ski Coioracio powder. Referral Discounts! For worrytree.
me today for details on State Farm 6 rights / 5 days ar pnce $589. dependable, and prompt service.
hospital surgical insurance: 5 ragas / 4 days bus price $375. cal PAM 247 268118 a rn8 p.rm
Trip ncludes condo with kitchen.
Judy Duport 7384204.
Illeplace, hot ten. and lift tickets.
WORD PROCESSING
For more nformaton contact
Ovenvicened by reports
WRMNG & RESEARCH Services.
SJSU Ski CND president.
to be typed)
Term paper & thesis preparation
Todd Smith at 7789250.
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME.
and assistance. Al subjects. Qual
tied enters on every topic. Editing.
Graduate & undergrad. Resumes.
Rewriting. Rearms. ESL students
term papers, theses. letters. et,.
welcomed. Work guaranteed. WORD PROCESSING 24 hour turnaround on most won.
Appointment reoessan
Emergencies a specialty. Fast,
PERFECT PAGE PUBUSHING
satisfactory service. Improve your
Call Ann&
9724992
Rescrnes, newsletters. logos.
grades! (Berkeley) 510841 5036.
promobonals. papers. theses
Student discounts
CASH FOR COLLEGE!
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
"Cteattse Solutions tor Every
Sinolarships & financial ad
Word Prooessng, Tenn Papers
Theses, Graduate Work. SPA &
Desktop Publishng Nell’
available registries of gains or
To
9
pm.
(408(997-7055.
Tura:sap Desktop Publehng
parrots income! *Over 300.030
scholarships totaling $29 billion!
Graphic Dew & Layout
I HATE TO TYPE!
Anyage of 100 souroes of scholLaser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
If the gotycia attention.
arships. an. aid & gents n each
give yourself a Creak.
40 page report! ’CM for free info.
V. I. P. Grsphke
18009640066 ext. 7620.
Near Oalgrage Mali
Let me do it for youl
Free pock up arid delivery.
3639254
5200. per page.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNICH
Unwanted hair remised forever,
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Call Jule:9988354.
Science and Engish papers the
Spenakst Confidential.
sex our specialty Laser prhIng
Disposable or your cam probe.
CALL UNDA TODAYI
2174188.
For expenenoed, professicnal word Free spell check and ,d,.raee
335 S Baywood As. San lose. Ca. processng. Theses, terns papers, APA, Turabian arid other romiats
Resumes. editing. warm.,
goup en:sects. etc All forrnats
and other services ,naiiante
ncludng APA. Qurck return.
11.11110N ASSISTANCE.S29 B. in
Transcription
arid
Era
services
Masterson
ad available. Free Ur-elusion
s Word Pr,
wadable. Almaden /Branhan area. Cal POW or Vogue 40’ I iaT
about winning rnorey for educe
bon. Ask about our, guarantee.
Phone 2644504.
408 2685232 or 800 .7436762.
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Prelude to a Kiss; story of love regardless of appearance
another person? Snap.The horror
on his face!" Glazer said.
Luca’s use of reality versus fairy
tale is effective. His script sprinkles in delicious tidbits of humor,
to periodically give relief to the
play’s seriousness.
"It (marriage) is like sliding
down a banister that turns in to a
razor blade said Taylor, played by
Gregory Dodds.
"I love this play and I love the
playwright," Glazer said. "It’s the
whole idea that nobody ever
knows anybody.
He deals with the themes of
AIDS and old age; when your
body is not what your spirit is,"
Glazer said.
Glazer effectively uses monologues to keep the play succinct.
Peter, played by David Scott,

stands in a spotlight and describes
his thoughts to the audience while
undressing.
Meanwhile, sets as well as
actors are changing in the dark.
"I never completely understand
how wonderfully deep the play is
until I started working on it:’
Glazer said. "It is like an onion I’m
peeling, layer after layer:’
Where the effectiveness of the
directing is apparent, the drabness
of the set is equally apparent.
The scenery consists of nothing
but a steel maze-like contraption
that is spotlighted in gray, nauseating lavender, and a baby bluegray.
The old euphemism of function before form is taken a little
too far.
Hal Todd, professor of theatre

arts floated on stage, in his
farewell performance, with an air
of timidity that conveyed the
image of a man lost in to a man
complacent with his existence.
"Hal Todd has been such a joy
and so satisfying," Glazer said.
He has the two things that
make an actor wonderfully easy to
direct, said Glazer. "Intelligence
and the willingness to jump:’
"The language we share has
nothing to do with rank or age
Glazer said.
"The play is like not being able

to control the forces of evil; but
there is a happy ending," Glazer
said.
"Why? I think there is a happy
ending because ultimately there is
humanity; people caring for one
another:’
"Prelude to a Kiss is what it is
like to live in this helter skelter
world," Glazer said.
"It seems like a contemporary,
delightfully slick play about some
up and coming yuppies but it is
really a tale about humanity and a
modern-day night mare:’

Has this happened to you?
PSYCH loi

BUSINESs tot

BIOLOGY lot

CLOSED

The Beauty Myth
JENNIFER FEURTADO

’,RAM AN [AIL f

Professor of theatre arts, Hal Todd, who played "the old man," gives
Rita(played by Jennifer Marshall) a kiss that results in the switching
of their souls. The groom is played by Chris Schmelzer.

Prelude’ a dark, modern-dayfairy tale
BY RACHEL LUTHER
rta) pally SOB

Prelude to a Kiss, by Craig
Luca, may be a modern day fairy
tale but its story deals with some
very dark issues.
It is also the latest SJSU production to be presented at the
University Theatre.
"It’s like the magical frogprime fairy tale, but there is
something very dark about it:’
said Amy Glazer, assistant professor of theatre arts and head of the
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Naomi Wolf will speak at
Santa Clara University

Heald can guarantee
you will graduate on time!

General admission: $3.00
Students (w/ 1.1).): $2.00

Tickets can be purchased
at the door

684 I

Author of the NationAl
Bestseller "Illt Be
111

Wednesday October 14, 1992 at 8:30 pm

1-800-950-0559
A nonprofit college accredited by the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges
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Benson Center Cafeteria
Santa Clara, CA 95053

performance area. "That darkness
is the idea of AIDS and what it is
like when young lovers turn old
before your eyes."
The play will run through Saturday, Oct. 17. Tickets are $6 for
students and senior citizens, and
$10 for general admission.
The story revolves around the
concept of loving an individual
regardless of their physical
appearance.
"The second he (Peter) realizes,
how does one person really know

Wnter

How Images of Beauty
Are Used Against Women
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Buy one of these.
HesumeWriter
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Get all of these.

Get ( wet- A( ) worth of preloaded
V’hen you 1)11\ one ()l t he
Apple’ Macintosh" computers shown ’above at our best prices ever.
And if y( RI are interested in financing optII ms, be sure to ask for
details Aga the Apple Computer Loan. lit it hurry, because student

like this is only ’available through October 15, 1992 and
only at your authorized Apple campus reseller.

The Macintosh Student Aid Package.

For all of your computer needs visit

Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
last Week for Back to School Pricing!

’CPU Price Only
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